
Full-stack developer with strong front-end, product and design focus.

I seek creative environments where a product mindset, as well as testing and quality of delivery are valued, engineers do not shy away from �nding
innovative solutions and are able to be problem solvers rather than just executing tasks.

WORK   

TANCREDI TRUGENBERGER
SENIOR FRONT-END DEVELOPER

tancredi@pxld.co.uk
+44 7593067780

LinkedIn
GitHub






Artillery.io Mar 2023 - Present

Senior Product Engineer
Feature development on the cloud platform front-end.
Performance / network traf�c optimisation.
Migration of internal repositories to TypeScript.
Work on the data layer and API for cloud.
Implementation of CI pipelines, E2E testing for all happy paths.

www.artillery.io 
React, TypeScript, Playwright, Node.js, Tailwind

Lendable Sep 2020 - Feb 2023

Senior Front-End Engineer
Lead developer for Lendable UK and Autolend.
Replatforming to Next.js, migration to TypeScript, SASS modules,
React testing library, Cypress, Redux toolkit.
Build of a whitelabel system and partnerships like (e.g. ASDA).
Hiring and support of a new team, de�nition of best practices.

www.lendable.co.uk 
React, TypeScript, Jest, Redux, Jest, Node.js,
Cypress, Next.js, SASS, CSS modules, OpenAPI

Alamy Contract Nov 2020 - Sep 2021

Senior Full-Stack Engineer (via YLD)
Kickstart a new Next.js front-end and Node.js back-end.
Development of internal DX tools.
Delivery of CI / CD pipelines to enforce best practices.
Training and upskilling of the development teams.
Support in delivering a progressive re-platforming and launch.
Implementation regression testing systems and automation for
legacy business logic.

www.alamy.com 
Next.js, Typescript, Node.js, Nest.js

Preview Contract Jun 2020 - Nov 2020

Senior Front-End Developer
Development of the web platform powering virtual art galleries.

www.preview.art 
React, Next.js

Lendable (Zable
Card) Contract

Sep 2018 - Apr
2020

Lead Front-End Developer
Design and development of both mobile apps and web.
Build a CI pipeline for full mobile end to end testing and
automation of the release cycle for both Android and iOS.
Hiring and training of the front-end team.

www.levelcard.co.uk 
React Native, TypeScript, Jest, Detox, Next.js

DAZN Contract Feb 2018 - Jul 2018

Senior Front-End Consultant (via YLD)
Work both within the YLD team and the in-house team.
Estabilishment of practices, build of development tooling.

www.yld.io 
React, MobX, Jest, Micro front-ends

Lendable Contract Sep 2017 - Jan 2018

Front-End Developer
Full redesign / rebrand of the loans platform.
Rebuild of the main application as an isomorphic platform.
Build of a CI / end-to-end testing pipeline.

www.lendable.co.uk 
React, Node.js, Redux, Jest, Cucumber, Selenium

Instnt Recruitment Contract Mar 2017 - Aug 2017

Full-Stack Developer
Full-stack development of the new platform.

www.instnt.com 
Vue.js, Stylus, Flask

Workshape.io Dec 2014 - Present

Co-founder & CPO
Design, branding and growth hacking.
Full-stack development of the product.
Content creation, public speaking.
Delivery of white-labels for third party brands and partnerships.
Build of satellite products.

www.workshape.io 
Angular, Node.js, Stylus

Kano Computing Sep 2013 - Dec 2014

Lead Web Developer
Development of web properties and customer facing assets.
Full-stack development of the Kano World social platform.
Build of API used by both the web and Kano devices.
Development of apps and games for the OS.
Hiring and training of staff for the web team.

www.kano.me 
Node.js, Vue.js, Stylus, Mocha

Memrise Sep 2012 - Sep 2013

Front End Developer / UX Designer
Front-end development / UX design and product work.

www.memrise.com 
JavaScript, SCSS, Django
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TANCREDI TRUGENBERGER MISCELLANEOUS

Livia van Strydonck Head of Product at Lendable

From working at Lendable
I've had the pleasure of working with Tanc at Lendable and at
Kano across various different projects. He is a fantastic designer
and a brilliant software engineer. I know I can rely on Tanc to
deliver beautiful work, fast and with a lot of humour.

Mike Borozdin Senior Software Engineer at Tractable

From working at Lendable
Tanc is a unique blend of a talented designer and an incredibly
pro�cient software engineer. When I joined Lendable I was really
impressed with the projects Tanc built. And when I say 'built' I
mean he made beautiful graphic design, created maintainable
software architecture, implemented it elegantly in the code, and
put up a Continuous Integration pipeline. I don't know that many
people who can do so many things and do them well. And did I tell
you that he always thinks about the user and the product? Well,
now you know!

Riccardo Cocetta Director of Engineering at Okta

From working at YLD, Kano Computing
I worked with Tanc at Kano and YLD, and knowing him made me
realise of the existence of a new breed of Front-End developers:
he can think of amazing UI/UX and implement them himself with I
speed and precision I couldn't imagine before. I have witnessed
him excel both in one-man shows and in teams, where I could
entrust him as a partner with high level objectives and rely that he
would drive the team to deliver on those. If I could, I would hire
Tanc to work with me at any company ... but he doesn't always
want to join.

Edward Cooke Co-founder & CEO at Memrise

From working at Memrise
Tanc's an extremely gifted designer/developer, with a flair for
producing beautiful things at speed. His skill and experience go far
beyond his age. He's passionate, insightful and iconoclastic. All in
all: a very talented young entrepreneur.

Alex Klein CEO & Co-founder at Kano Computing

From working at Kano Computing
Tancredi Trugenberger is a one-off – a uniquely talented,
thoughtful, and energetic technologist – by quality and sheer
irrepressibility, he is in a league all his own. At Kano, Tanc brought
an artist's eye to exceedingly dif�cult projects, all on short
deadlines, and consistently wowed myself and his colleagues. He
has extraordinary product instincts and a development approach
that allows him to test, explore, and validate in the time it takes
most engineers to brew the coffee. We're glad to have him
contributing to the Kano Product and can fully endorse any of his
outside ventures as well.

Sanford Dickert Founder at OWLR

From working at BraveNewTalent
Describing Tanc is like describing bottled lightning - a person who
comes with an idea out of the sky and, in an instant, is able to
create a solution that we can see, touch, react with and simply
bene�t from. He is a triple threat - with a fussion-powered engine
behind him. Worth a gander.

Fantasticon
An open-source command-line tool to build icon fonts
programmaticaly.

github.com/tancredi/fantasticon 

Olk
Android casual puzzle game built with Unity in C#.

tinyurl.com/46v2m6cj 

#HRU Milan 2016 - Milan

The future of work
Introductory talk and 'unconference' track moderation on the topic
of the future of work.

www.globalhru.com 

HRO Today Forum 2015 - Amsterdam

Presenting Workshape.io
Introduction and live demo of Workshape.io as part of a
competition at a large scale HR conference.

hrotodayforum.com 

LXJS 2014 2014 - Lisbon

Learning happens
Introduction to Kano, my company at the time, providing kids with
tools and games to spark their interest in becoming makers
through technology.

2014.lxjs.org 

LXJS 2013 2013 - Lisbon

Developing a mobile-�rst HTML5 game
Walk-though of a hybrid, mobile-�rst game build using Javascript
and HTML5 over Cordova.

2013.lxjs.org 

LNUG meetup 2012 - London

HTML5 and web sockets for multi-player gaming
Presentation of a real-time multi-player game protoype built with a
colleague at the time, using HTML5 and WebSockets.

lnug.org 

NORA 2015

Worshape.io
Best Newcomer award

Webby Awards 2014

Kano Computing
Webby Winner - Apps, Mobile and Voice Connected Products &
Wearables
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